
Microsoft Azure Cloud
Services from Lenovo
Industry-leading public Cloud,
hardware and support

Customize Your Azure Cloud Experience
There are many options to choose from when it comes
to the vast Microsoft Azure catalog — and many
organizations struggle to configure and optimize their
Cloud solutions. Whether you’re extending your
infrastructure or developing new applications, having
an experienced, trusted partner to help you navigate
those extensive decisions can mean the difference
between success and failure.

Lenovo uses an approach designed to allow businesses
to focus on their business success rather than project
success. This enables focused discussion around
desired business results and ensures that the
infrastructure environment enables, and doesn’t limit,
business capability. Lenovo Services will help optimize
the design of your environment to enable your full
business needs from day 1. Additionally, Lenovo
Services can ensure that optimization is maintained as
your business scales and available resources improve
over time.

By choosing Lenovo as your Azure Cloud Solution
Provider, you’ll get a partner who’ll reduce your risks
and add immediate value through our deep, holistic
data-center expertise to help you achieve the best
business results possible.

Azure Solutions Marketplace
Whether you need a known solution or want to test
and build new potential capability for your
organization, you can directly access a wide range of
Azure services and third-party applications to get
started, scale or enhance your offerings.

Azure solutions include a variety of content
(architectures, tutorials, documentation, examples,
templates, partners) supporting a number of common
business challenges, including:

Platforms to develop, test, deploy, scale:
Mobile applications
Internet of Things
Blockchain
Gaming
Microservices

Backup, archive and disaster recovery
Managing mission-critical SAP workloads
Business intelligence tools
Big Data and analytics tools
Mobile application build and deployment
E-commerce platform management

Your Unique Needs, Our Decades of
Expertise
Our mission is to make your journey to the Cloud as
simple and effective as possible by finding the best
path to achieve your organization’s specific vision of
success. Our principal consultants can help optimize
your Azure solution throughout the design and
integration planning.

Want an accelerated time to go live and scale?

The Lenovo Professional Services team can help make
it happen. And if you’d like to eliminate the day-to-day
worries of monitoring your infrastructure so you can
focus on bigger things, our Managed Services options
is the perfect choice. No matter what your needs, we
have the expertise ready to go to work for you.
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Hybrid Solutions: Best of Both Worlds
When it comes to Cloud, one size does not fit all. Whether
your on-site needs require thousands of racks or the
simplest dense solution, we’ll customize an environment
that delivers the right hybrid fit that gives you affordable
scale and flexibility.  And Lenovo’s ThinkAgile SX for
Microsoft Azure Stack delivers a preintegrated, easy-to-
deploy rack-level solution as an efficient, cost-effective
way to build the Azure Hybrid environment.

Award-Winning Support Is a Call Away
No matter if you’re a Cloud-only or full-hybrid customer,
you get access to our support resources that’ve been
recognized around the globe as consistently best-in-class
from industry sources like Laptop Magazine, PC Magazine
and IDC Dataquest. We’ll answer, escalate and resolve any
level of issues you have until it’s closed to your
satisfaction. Hybrid-solution customers get the additional
benefit of a single resource to help them troubleshoot any
impact across their full environment.

The Power of Lenovo, Microsoft
Today’s world requires businesses of all sizes to
accommodate flexibility without sacrificing security.
Microsoft’s Azure platform is a powerful set of secure,
compliant tools and capabilities ideal for any small,
medium or large-scale enterprise to create value across
their business.

Lenovo is known as a trusted partner in Cloud
environments and brings scale and credibility to solution
creation and run-time performance.  As a leading provider
of x86 systems for the data center, we have decades of
expertise building, deploying and supporting
infrastructure solutions.

Our hardware portfolio includes rack, tower, blade, dense
and converged systems, and supports enterprise-class
performance, reliability and security. When combined with
a full range of networking, storage, software and
solutions, and comprehensive services, Lenovo is the
partner of choice in market-supporting business needs
throughout the IT lifecycle.

Global Cloud Reach with Local Presence
Azure is available in more than 50 regions and 140
countries. Microsoft protects data in its facilities with
industry-leading physical security systems and is
compliant with local standards and regulations. This
portfolio of assets and capability enables any organization
to scale globally while still maintaining local data privacy,
security, and business continuity concerns.

Why Lenovo
With co-located engineering organizations and a history
of technical collaboration, Microsoft and Lenovo
consistently deliver innovative joint solutions for the data
center. Lenovo's leadership in reliability, customer
satisfaction, and performance, combined with Microsoft’s
reputation in software and cloud services, continues to
deliver innovative data-center solutions and lower total
cost of ownership for our joint customers.

For More Information
To learn more about Lenovo Azure Cloud Services,
contact your Lenovo representative, or visit
lenovo.com/systems/software

 

 

NEED THINKAGILE? Learn more about Lenovo Servers
lenovo.com/thinkagile

NEED SERVICES? Learn more about Lenovo Services
lenovo.com/systems/services
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